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Abstract
Tourism sector has long been referred to as economic sector. It is believed that tourism is one of the factors causing multiplier effect that result in welfare on one side and community empowerment on another side. In order to realize the multiplier, effect all stakeholders should work in a synergy to develop tourism-based local economics. The article described how bottom-up approach, empowerment and local wisdom had given positive contribution towards tourism sector in Gua Pindul and at the same time improved the local economics.
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INTRODUCTION
The article aimed to describe how the caves located in Bejiharjo village, Gunung Kidul, Yogyakarta was developed using local-based tourism development and how the method develop local economics in Bejiharjo village. Starting from the local ininitiaive, Bejiharjo has turned into tourist village in which nature and its harmony become its selling points. Local wisdom is a factor that attracts visitors. It is important to pay attention to the environment, more particularly local environment, while improving tourism sector in one place. Stakeholders in Bejiharjo village have succeeded in finding a balance between ecological and economic aspects.

Indonesia has exotic landscape streching from Sabang to Merauke. Natural wonders and cultural heritage from Indonesia have received international recognition. Therefore, tourism sector has become the major contributor for the national foreign exchange besides the mining sector.
Discussions on tourism sector have always raised the following questions such as which concept is the most suitable one to manage the national tourism sector, which institution, private or public institution, is responsible for managing the national tourism sector (land ownership and other facilities such as hotel, restaurant, and tour operators) and when local-based tourist development, which emphasizes on local participation to manage local tourist industry, should be started (Sugiantoro:2000:iv).

Such discussion starts with “domination” on tourism concept which massively becomes reference or platform in tourist management. International tourism sector has created standardized and organized criteria or packages focusing on flexibility, segmentation and diagonal integration. It means the concept or idea of conventional management did not involve cultural aspects as another basis to manage tourism sector. The idea international tourism network offered is not more than sales but neglecting other crucial value such as local welfare (Sugiantoro:2000:x).

Historical documents have showed that at the beginning of 1970s the international tourism sector practiced in the developing countries was not panacea or effective formula in developing the economics or the local financial status. It has failed to run its function as generator of economic development in the developing countries. Worse, the concept has resulted in some drawbacks and dependence. In addition, some studies focusing on tourism in developing countries have revealed some deficit as the immediate impact of investors and companies from the developed countries taking over local tourism sector. The World Bank noted that 55% of the developing countries foreign exchange in tourism sector is going to the developed countries that managed their tourism sectors (Sugiantoro:2000: xii).

Based on such complexity the new division of internasional tourism or local-based tourism management is born in developing countries. It serves as alternative idea in managing tourism sector so that growth of economics and local welfare can be achieved. Even though it is a pretty recent concept, it has changed tourism configuration in developing countries fundamentally. The most significant difference between the concept and the previous one is that the recent concept understands the vital role of local community in local tourism management.

Local-based tourism trend also put more emphasis on local wisdom that highlights local living quality. It means the approach offers different tourism management concept; not only does it prepare facilities and infrastructure, but it also prepares professional, friendly staffs as well as other technical matters. Yet, substantially, an aspect to emphasize is tourist package that shows tradition, custom or culture of an area. Tourist package should offer not only natural beauty but
also habit of the locals which obviously different from that in visitors’ place (Sugiantoro:2000: xii).

LITERATURE REVIEW: Local Tourism Concept

Studies on the development of community-based tourism (community-based tourism) has a lot to do. For example, studies conducted by Arif Satria (2005), King of Othman (2011), Lopez-Gusman (2011), Sri Widowati (2012), and Nurhayati (2013). The research they have done more emphasis on aspects of community participation as one of the main factors in the development of tourism (Suasapha: 2016:59). However, it has not been entered on the landscape that the development of community-based tourism has positively correlated to increased economy and the well-being of local people. Analytic construction of the knife through the local economy (Local Economic Development), tourism run by the society actively participate in developing the tourism in the regions turned out to give a trickledown effect in its application. Not just a matter of the welfare and the economy improved, but about local wisdom are also diterus are preserved.

The development of the tourism industry that emphasizes aspects of local wisdom by initiation and participation from the community has been shifting dominance orientation of mass tourism. If the formerly rated as the success of the development of tourism is a large number of tourists. Today, that view is shifted along with the emergence of alternative tourism which put more emphasis on penghayatan and appreciation for aspects of sustainability, such as the quantity of a non-natural, environmental and cultural. Therefore, the munculah concept of community-based tourism development or community-based tourism (CBT) model that is, tourism involving local communities by providing the opportunity to manage and build tourism, good directly or indirectly which has linkages with the industry or tourism businesses, so that the distribution of the profits evenly on the Community (son: 2015 in Barcelona: 2016:176).

Management of community-based tourism industry (bottom-up) has its own advantages than the management of the tourism sector which was initiated by the Government (top-down). There is a fundamental difference between the two. If the management of tourism through a bottom up initiative is a form of society, then the development of tourism with the approach of top-down emphasis on more sustainable tourism which was initiated by the Government (Tasci et Al: 2013 in Suasapha: 2016:59). This means that the difference in how to manage the tourism industry will also affect the shape of the tourism offer. The Government-run tourism generally shaped visualization, a large profit-oriented and often collaborate with private parties. While the tourism was initiated from the creativity of the community features characteristic of its territory, with the concept of back to nature, as well as to introduce the local culture. Thus, community-
based tourism is not a rigid concept and monotonous. The concept of community-based tourism
has the uniqueness and specificity of each, because each region has a variety of different culture
and nature between each other (Suasapha: 2016; 60). Potentialities of tourism in areas that should
be caught by the local community to develop its tourism and get economic surplus of tourism
management. Thus, the positive impact of community-based tourism management i.e. local
economic development can be realized.

Community or local-based contemporary tourism industry management has started to be
applied in Indonesia. One of tourism management applying the concept is the one in Gua Pindul
of which location is in Bejiharjo villa. Bottom-up concept is a tourist management concept in
which local society is the one taking control of tourist management in Gua Pindul. At the same
time, the government acts as facilitator and advising how Gua Pindul should be developed in the
future. This way financially-independent and empowered society can be achieved.

Bottom-up approach offers job vacancy for the locals since the locals are the one actively
manage tourism sector in their area. As the result, the locals become financially independent.
Besides Gua Pindul, the locals also develop local wisdom or heritage-based tourism. Tourist
package they offer consists of caving in Gua Pindul and local wisdom in Bejiharjo village. Habit
of the local is another factor that attracts visitors. Introducing their habit to visitors enables the
locals to show their custom to the visitors and at the same time, preserve their local
culture. Applying the bottom-up concept and social empowerment, Gua Pindul tourist
management becomes example for other tourist management in both national and international
level.

Prior to further discussions, there are some related concepts to explain. Tourism concept
or idea is not a single concept. There are many definitions with different emphasis. Using the
international tourism concept as reference, tourism according to WTO (as cited in Richardson &
Flicker) is: “The activities of persons traveling to and staying in places outside their usual
environment for not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other
purposes” (Pitana dan Diarta: 2009:45). Another alternative is local or community-based tourist
development that states “from the locals, by the locals and for the locals”. The local-based
tourism is a concept designed for providing economic, social and cultural benefit for the local

On the other hand, according to R.S Damarjati, tourism industry is summary of various
sectors of business that simultaneously provides product and service which later directly or
indirectly are needed by visitors during their stay. Tourism as an industry was first recognized in
Indonesia after the 1969 Presidential Instruction number 9 was issued on August, 6, 1969. In
Chapter II Article 3 of the Presidential Instruction, it is stated that: “Efforts to develop tourism in Indonesia is a development of “tourism industry” and part of effort to improve and develop social and national welfare.” (Yoeti: 1982:138-141).

RESEARCH METHOD

This Research includes the types of qualitative research by using the case study method. Consideration of the use of more qualitative type of research study that is due to be the focus of this research dielaborasi and more can be explored when using qualitative research design. Qualitative design helps this research became more in-depth and purposeful. The method of case study also assessed suitable for the control of this research requires interconnection in the process of his research. (Denzin and Yvonna: 1993:4). Therefore, the appropriate case study method is used to get the answers research who wish to take the opportunities and challenges in the development of the local economy in the village of Bejiharjo.

The use of case studies in research is more due to the focus of the studies that will be scrutinized is a single case like to thoroughly peeled or comprehensive (Babbie: 2007:298-300). In addition, the use of the case study method is appropriate because it can be a tool to get and explore the data required. The method of case study also fits into a series of analytical instruments in this research. First, the formulation of the problem using the word ask how, that implicitly reflected in the focus of the research is to understand how the opportunities and challenges for building the local economy-based tourism. Second, this research is contemporary research or are based on the present focus and locus of research. Third, in this study the researchers do not have the opportunity to control the phenomenon being studied (Yin: 2009:2)

As research methods, Shaughnessy and Zechmeister (1990) explains that this case study is not merely an instrument or data collection techniques. Methodological concerns but also has the ability to pave the way for discoveries, insights, even hypotheses which are capable of developing advanced studies (Berg: 2001:231). So, these methods also contribute to the development of science. Case studies are also able to give scientific value with the objectiveness of articulation that seeks researchers, analitiknya strategy, and also not just focused on the phenomenon or event that is examined. But instead provide insight into events or phenomena of what was happening. (Berg: 2001:232).

The source of the data in this study are derived from primary data and secondary data. Primary data include the words and actions of informants (Moleong: 2008:157). Secondary data include, observation, document (data source is written), and photos. In this study, more dominant primary data used to find answers to the question of research. However, at some point, secondary
data was presented not only as a complement or snacks that assert the primary data, but could be a reference to find the answers to the research. So that data retrieval this in research using the technique of multisumber evidence (Yin: 2009:108). The position of the primary data in research is important. The urgency of the primary data being a measure of the validity of the research. That is, this research can be accounted for. Nevertheless, the position of the secondary data is also very necessary in an attempt to gather the data as much as possible. With the affirmation of secondary data through implied through observation, official documents, as well as the photos that successfully compiled, then the research is much more valid.

Thus, primary data and secondary data are equally needed in this research that position overlapped with one another as a series of data. Primary data present as an attempt of clarification and explanation of the research questions posed through a process of questioning. Meanwhile, secondary data also cannot be ignored because it can become an instrument of snacks that assert. With the gathering together, the primary data and secondary data that maximum, then the research will obtain the enriched data.

How to collect the data is carried out by means of direct observation to the location of research and in-depth interview in an instrument to get comprehensive answers. An in-depth interview process conducted in ways which are familial and are not intimidatif. So, with a fluid and relaxed the informant will freely tell you. In addition, the authors also use the interview guide as the controller of the course of the interview process. However, the interview guide not only serves as a controller, but also to do a check list to questions in order to develop questions. For a technical analysis of data, the first step in the research is done with pereduksian data. Pereduksian data serves to classify the core data and data that is not associated with the research. The second step is by empirical research. The core data that have been collected are then assembled into a relationship of causality to answer and explain the focus of the research (Yin: 2009:158). Lastly, the conclusion made in interpretative analysis-based field findings and data analysis (Esterberg: 2002:3) that proves that local economic development is driven through a community-based tourism has given the impact positive towards the welfare of the community.

RESULT AND Discussion
Stakeholder Role: Creating Local Economic Development in Bejiharjo Village

Once again, community-based tourism puts emphasis on balance and synergy between actors, government and private institutions. Although the community-based tourism considers local society as the main component or actors, other actors are also necessary. The model demands coordination and cooperation between actors. Therefore, it is important to identify roles of each of the actors (Demartoto: 2009: 21).

In managing Gua Pindul, the society has privilege as they are central in developing tourism sector in Bejiharjo, including Gua Pindul. However, other actors also have contribution in improving the local welfare indicated by raising income. The local community is supported by other actors who have various different roles and functions. Coordination and cooperation are the requirement to achieve community welfare. There are three actors having major contribution in developing local economics. The following section describes and analyzes role and contribution of these actors.

Government

Government, in this context, refers to both central and regional government with either immediate or non-immediate role (Pitana and Diarta: 2009: 113). The government has issued the 1996 Decree number 67 about tourist administration. Regulation on foundation and objective of tourism, tourist attraction and object, tourism business, public participation, development, delegation and others indicate that the government has political willing to develop tourism sector in Indonesia. The 1999 Decree number 22 about regional government explains that regional government is authorized and responsible for tourist administration in an area (Gelgel: 2006: 53-61).

Because of decentralization and local autonomy, the regional government of Gunung Kidul Regency has pivotal role in developing tourism industry in their area. Related to the development of Gua Pindul, a tourist attraction in Bejiharjo, Yunus a staff in Tourism Development of the Department of Culture and Tourism of Gunung Kidul stated that the first role of the government was to prepare the local people in Bejiharjo to shift from being farmers to working in tourism sectors through reflective methods (giving explanation about tourism sector). The second was that the regional government conducted some training on the methods to develop Gua Pindul as tourist attraction, for instance training on emergency procedure, tour-guiding, culinary and homestay; the government occasionally invited some academics to these workshops. The third was that the government became facilitator or mediator for conflict resolution between the locals and land owner.
Yunus (2014) revealed that the biggest challenge in developing Gua Pindul as tourist attraction was lacking coordination as some actors had different ideas and perspectives. He further explained that lacking coordination was due to the locals having full authority to manage the tourist attraction. Another challenge was to preserve the ecosystem and minimize damage to the environment. Yunus (2014) believed that the tourist management of Gua Pindul would become model for other tourist attraction manager in other areas in Indonesia or foreign countries. Others would start using community-based tourism too. Gua Pindul has now become reference or object of studies for institutions of which interest or responsibility is tourism. As the result, Gua Pindul is getting more and more famous. He further states that Bejiharjo will improve from heritage village, launched in 2008, into larger tourist village.

Local Community

In community-based tourism, local community is the key of successful management of particular tourist destination. In every step, starting from planning, administration, management, development to supervision and evaluation, the locals in Bejiharjo has such a tremendous role since empowerment is the major principle. Bottom-up approach is the true concept of developing Gua Pindul as tourist attraction since three locals Subagyo, Tukijo and Ratmin were the pioneers in Gua Pindul caving idea. With their own initiatives, the locals started to design and execute their ideas. They also work with other related institutions and organizations such as “Basarnas” that conduct training for safety of visitors and foreign language institutions for tour-guiding training.

Besides that, it is equally important to maintain image as tourist attraction that sells local wisdom to attract visitors. The locals in Bejiharjo treat their local wisdom and indigenous characteristics as their assets. The locals also divide roles in the tourist management in the area. For example, the community groups in the area take turn to provide food and snacks to sell. According to Subagyo, one-of-a-kind homestay concept the locals provide, in which visitors sleep on rattan mat without any mattress, becomes another factor that attracts visitors to come to the village.

Subagyo mentioned the challenge in developing tourism-based local economics in Gua Pindul is conflicts between the tourist management and the land owner. Although the conflict caused some inconvenience, the number of visitors is stable. The number of visitors is increasing because they are curious about the conflict. Gua Pindul offers business opportunity and job vacancy because the area does not have local souvenir yet.
Private Institutions

Private institution is one of the actors that is involved in community-based tourism. In Gua Pindul, the only private institution involved was Bank BPD who built some gazebos for resting. Both the government of Gunung Kidul and the locals in Bejiharjo believe that private institutions will become dominant actor if they are involved in tourist management of Gua Pindul. Therefore, private institution is not allowed to make investment because it does not match the principles of community-based tourism or may minimize local income. Subagyo revealed that numerous local and international private institutions are interested in making investment in Bejiharjo.

Gua Pindul: Empowering Local Economics

Gua Pindul is located in Bejiharjo, a village developed into tourist village in which its nature becomes the selling point. Nowadays, a lot of domestic and foreign visitors come to tourist attraction in the village. One of the tourist attractions in the village is Gua Pindul that lies in an area called Gelaran. Visitors coming to Gua Pindul can experience cavetubing, which many find pretty adventurous.

The locals are familiar with Gua Pindul. Before being developed into a tourist attraction, the cave is the location for swallow nest and the locals used its water for irrigation. A group of people, Subagyo, Tukijo, and Ratmin realized that the cave has tremendous potential to explore. These three pioneers started to make some plans with Karang Taruna Desa Bejiharjo, an organization for young locals. They once were uncertain their plans would succeed since the locals in Bejiharjo still consider the cave as sacred place. The locals eventually responded positively towards the plan and supported it. The first step they did to transform Gua Pindul into a tourist attraction was to establish Kelompok Pengelola Desa Wisata Bejiharjo (Dewa Bejo) on June 2010. This organization is responsible for tourism management in Gua Pindul. The government of Bejiharjo village gave their blessing. This organization started working by renting a house from one of the locals as headquarter. They also borrowed some tubes and safety jackets from the organizations in Kali Suci in Semanu. On October, 10 2010 Gua Pindul tourist attraction was established for the first time by the Head of Gunung Kidul Regency at that time, the late Prof.Ir. Sumperno Puro. The admission fee was 30,000 to 45,000 rupiahs. In 2011, Pokdarwis (Kelompok Sadar Wisata) Dewa Bejo received 50 million rupiahs funding from PNPM Mandiri Pariwisata. These funding was used for building some facility such as toilets and buying more tubes and safety jackets. Intensive promotion using various mass media is the key to attract visitors to Gua Pindul.
Subagyo stated that there is a sharp increase in the number of visitors in the last 4 years. As the result, the locals receive more income than they did before.

Table 1. Increasing Number of Visitors and Income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visitor</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4,928</td>
<td>59,312</td>
<td>312,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>460,000</td>
<td>162 million</td>
<td>1.8 billion</td>
<td>10 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seeing sharp increase in the local income, The Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economics awarded Gua Pindul as the best tourist village in 2012. At this time, Bejiharjo competed against other tourist villages in like the ones in Bali. Gua Pindul is also one of the top 15 national tourist attraction. The local income far exceeds the total regional income of Gunung Kidul Regency at 5 billion rupiahs. Subagyo reiterates that the locals did not share any of these income to the regional government of Gunung Kidul Regency because Gua Pindul was developed based on community-based tourism.

Gua Pindul has received various awards because it has been successful in the implementation of community-based tourism and increasing local income. The locals started to become financially independent because they take active participation in managing Gua Pindul as tourist attraction. The objective of community-based tourism is to give economics, social and cultural a benefit for the society so that locals can increase their quality of lives. The model allows local community to fight against poverty. It is similar to pro-poor tourism approach that gives access to low economic society to participate in tourism sector (Demartoto: 2009:27-30).

Figure 1. Certificates for Pokdarwis Dewa Bejo
According to the Head of Pokdarwis Dewa Bejo, Subagyo, the locals have certain agreement to share profit. 50% of the profit is given to 84 tourist guides, 25% of the profit is given to Pokdarwis Dewa Bejo committees and the remaining 25% is considered as safe. Based on the agreement, the tour guides received 200,000/day or between 1.5 million and 3 million rupiahs/month depending upon number of visitors. Recently, there are at least 800 individuals including other Pokdarwis-Pokdarwis who rely on Gua Pindul. Gua Pindul has become the magnet for both the locals and visitors. Gua Pindul has created significant amount of job vacancy and solved poverty. Young locals are no longer interested in finding job in other areas because they can get sufficient income while developing their own village.

Besides the ones responsible for tourist management in Gua Pindul, the society and the local government are taking advantage of Gua Pindul. The local society is taking turn to provide some food for the tourists. The local government gets their share from Gua Pindul for 75 years (starting from 2013) and is given authority to manage stores around Gua Pindul. The locals are also responsible for parking fee and are allowed to rent their houses as homestay for visitors.

It is clear that Gua Pindul has helped the locals becoming financially independent. The locals do not have to travel to other areas to find job. Bejiharjo has transformed into tourist village that provides for the locals.

Gua Pindul has also created multiplier effect. As a tourist attraction, Gua Pindul has positive contribution to those responsible for its management, as well as those providing related facilities for visitors coming to Gua Pindul, for example homestay owners, food stall owners, and small clothing shop owners. Gua Pindul has become the source of income for these types of people.
Increasing number of visitors has motivated the management to become more professional and improve some facilities such as providing cavetubing gears (safety jackets, tube, helmet, and shoes), mosque, toilet and changing room, as well as storage for visitor’s belonging. Foreign language training such as English, Japanese, Korean and Spain is conducted for the tourist guides so that they can interact with foreign visitors. Besides foreign language training, the tour guides also attend safety training facilitated by Basarnas and other trainings of which topics are to develop tourism sector facilitated by the regional government. The management has also designed other tourist packages that allow visitors to enjoy both the nature and cultural heritage in Bejiharjo village. At last, the management worked together with PT. Jasa Raharja Putera, a leading insurance company to provide insurance for the visitors.

In conclusion, the article describes an example of community-based local economic development in which tourism becomes the main subject. Munir mentioned that Local Economic Development (LED) refers to process in which actors in a city or district (government, civilian and entrepreneur) work collectively to trigger growth of economics, create job vacancy, and help local government to serve their community well (Munir:2005). LED, as a model, emphasizes on formulating indigenous development policies using as many local aspects in development which involves human resource, natural resource, man-made resource and institution. Indicators frequently used are increase or creation of job vacancy and use of local commodity. The objective of LED is to increase number and type of job vacancy for the locals (Blakely:1994). Maliza and Feser describe that several steps in administration of LED are (a) organizing the effort, a step in which stakeholders establish vision, commitment and agreement for developing local economics, (b) local economy assessment, identification or effort to understand characteristics of local economics to help stakeholders develop strategies in the future and design program alternatives, (c) strategy making, providing ideal and unique illustration on program or activity to develop, (d) strategy implementation, strategy running based on plan designed previously and also related
to implementation of LED strategy (who is doing what role), (e) strategy review, review about accessible resource in an effort to achieve strategy (Maliza and Feser:1999).

**CONCLUSION: Indigenisasi as capital to compete with Globalization**

A successful tourism development is the development of tourism can provide advantages in economy, social and culture to local people. This proves that the development of Caves tourism Pindul has managed to improve the well-being and quality of life of the local community. Community empowerment which is *bottom up* has been able to revamp the villagers Bejiharjo the poor and backward into a developed society and being able to fulfill the needs of life. Pindul cave has become a source of life for local people who now don't have to wander into town in favor of job search. This means that the development of community-based tourism has managed to become an industry capable of creating economic growth thus created the welfare of local communities.

Community-based Tourism Development that was capable of creating local economies through the empowerment way turns out to be a reference or an example of the management of tourism in the world including in ASEAN countries. [1] This confirms that by empowering community featuring local wisdom thus became an option in an effort to manage the tourism sector, while simultaneously demonstrating that indigenisasi the culture, customs, and habits — habits that do local communities have been able to compete with the tourism sector which offers the concept of modernity. Thus, many travelers seek tourism objects that offer traditional as well as local wisdom in keeping their environment.

The development of community-based tourism aims to: 1) empowering communities through the development of tourism; 2) improving the role and participation of the community in the development of tourism in order to gain economic, social and cultural development of tourism; 3) gives a balanced opportunity to all members of society both men and women (*gender based and equity*) (Demartoto: 2009:100). This approach also encourages the community to feel to have (*sense of belonging*) against the wealth of good nature and culture tourism development as an asset. So, the community will continue to maintain and preserve what they are holding with the local wisdom that kept guarded.

To manage and develop community-based tourism is the other thing to note is to maintain *unique values* such as customs, traditional ceremonies, beliefs, traditional performances, and art the art of craft owned by the local community. With the development of community-based tourism which offer cultural indigenisasi local community thus becomes a magnet for tourists to visit and enjoy everything it has to offer in the area. So, with raised indigenisasi (local) or local
wisdom as a tour package which is packaged in such a way, we are able to compete with modern
International tourism and thus become the main direction in the management of tourism
empowering local communities while creating.
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